Abstract. In 
Introduction
Le tus consider the foloowing LFP problem in a canonical form: require hundreds of thousands to millions of floating-point arithmetic calculations to solve. Because of the finite precision inherent in computer arithmetic, small numerical errors occur in these calculations. These errors typically have a cumulative effect, leading to a numerically unstable problem and possibly large errors in the "solution" obtained ( [2] , [3] , [4] ).
The same computational problems occur in large-scale LFP problems too.
To avoid such problems, all well-made industrial LP solvers include special sophisticated techniques that dramatically reduce a cumulative effect of rounding and often lead to considerable improvement in the solvers' performance.
One of the most easy, relatively effective and widespread techniques of this type is scaling. This technique means that those rows and/or columns of matrix A = ||a ij || m x n in the original optimization problem, which are poorly (or badly) scaled, that is have a wide range of entries, must be divided (or multiplied) with their own scaling factors , r i p i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and/or , c j p j = 1, 2, . . . , n, respectively. In most real-world LP and LFP applications, the model originally is very poorly scaled, for example, with dollar amounts in millions for some constraints and return figures in percentages for others. This is why before beginning the simplex or other method the program package must rescale columns, rows, and right-hand sides to a common magnitude.
Such scaling may include or may not the coefficients of an objective function. In the case of LP problems, scaling matrix A, right-handside vector b and objective function P(x) does not lead to any difficulties because of the linearity of the constraints and the objective function. In most cases scaling improves the numerical properties of the problem to be solved so it is justified to use it. Moreover, sometimes it can dramatically reduce the number of iterations in simplex method. Most professionally developed LP solvers automatically use scaling methods to maintain numerical stability. Normally, you can choose among "No Scaling", "Row Scaling", "Column Scaling", or "Row and Column Scaling" with or without scaling the objective function.
In the case of LFP problem (1.1)-(1.3), when scaling we should keep in mind the main difference between LP and LFP problems -the non-linear objective function Q(x).
In this paper we consider the theoretical backgrounds of this type techniques that are usually used to make solvers more stable and can help to improve their performance.
Scaling problems and un-scaling soluations
When scaling LFP problem, we have to distinguish the following cases: (1) scaling constraints:
• right-hand-side vector
• columns A j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n; of matrix A;
• rows of matrix A; (2) scaling objective function:
• only vector ) ,..., (
• both vector p and d of objective function Q(x) Below, we investigate all these possible cases.
Right-hand side column-vector
Suppose that vector x * is an optimal solution for LFP problem (1. 
Left-hand side column-vectors
Consider the scalingcolumns A j , j=1,2,…,n, of matrix A=||a ij || mxn. We suppose that vector * . In this case we have to distinguish the following two cases: It is well-known that such scaling does not affect the structure of feasible set S. So the new scaled problem is absolutely equivalent with the original one. In case 2 we do not modify RHS vector b. Such scaling leads to unpredictable deformations in feasible set S, so we cannot provide any guarantee that the optimal basis of the scaled problem will be the same as in the original one. So, the only negotiable method of scaling rows in matrix A is the following Obviously, the optimal solutions x′ and * x of the scaled problem and the original problem, respectively, are exactly the same. So we need not any "un-scaling" in this case.
Row of constraints
Note that in the simplex method only elements of the pivotal column are compared. Hence, the choice of pivotal row depends on the row scaling. Since a bad choice of pivots can lead to large errors in the computed solution, it means that a proper row scaling is very important. 
Objective function

Numerator P(x)
Let
Denominator D(x)
Let us replace vector ) , , , ( 
Scaling factors and implementations issues
In this section we briefly overview several rules for calculating scaling factors ρ. Both techniques have been implemented in several commercial and freely usable LP codes, and bring a compromise between provided stability and computational efficiency. For more information on scaling rules with detailed theoretical backgrounds see, for instance [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , etc.
Consider a matrix A=||a ij || mxn and an RHS vector
The larger is the magnitude between the largest and the smallest absolute values of non-zero entries a ij , the worse scaled is the system.
We will say that given matrix A is poorly scaled or badly scaled, if
The aim of scaling is to make measure ) (A σ as small as possible. To reach this aim we can scale columns and rows as many times as we need.
Geometric-rule
In accordance with this rule we define the following columnvector , ) ,..., , ( 
Mean-rule
As an alternative to the scaling factors calculated in accordance with Geometric-rule, we can define the following column-vector 
Testing and comparison of the scaling rules
In The most important properties we focused on are as follows:
• How long time (or iterations) does the rule take to produce a predefined improvement.
• How long time (or iterations) does the rule take to produce resulting matrix with a predefined ) ( A σ • How great an improvement can be achieved in one scaling iteration; We tested these rules using 1100 randomly generated matrices with a size form 10 × 10 to 130 × 130 with different densities. For each size there were generated 8 matrices with different density and performed all three scaling rules.
The main results obtained may be summarized as follows: (1) All three rules can produce resulting matrix with a better ) ( A σ (2) When applying Geometric-rule or Mean-rule after several (depending on the size and the density of matrix) iterations scaling factors for rows and columns tend to 1.0, so no further improvement can be achieved. Moreover, in each scaling iteration we have to scale successively all rows and all columns. The best improvement was achieved for matrices with relatively small size and the density between 20% and 40%. 
